DELIVERY
DEVICE
INSTRUCTIONS
TUBE WITH MEASURING STICK AND TUBE WINDER
1. Tap the tube upside down a few times to ensure all the cream is near the opening.
2. Attach the measuring stick to the tube.
3. Squeeze the tube to dispense the cream.
Tip: The plunger of the measuring stick will extend to show how much of the cream is dispensed.
Continue squeezing until the correct dosage shows.

		

4. Detach the measuring stick from the tube and replace cap.
5. Press the plunger down to dispense the cream from the measuring stick.
6. Apply cream only on the area of the skin directed by your prescriber.
7. Clean the measuring stick with warm water after each use.
8. Attach tube winder as needed to completely use all cream in tube.

TOPI-CLICK™
1. Remove the cap by placing thumb under extended lip on the cap and pushing upward.
2. Tap on hard surface to settle cream before dispensing.
3. Turn the base counterclockwise to dispense 1/4 gram per click.
Tip: Repeat step 3 as needed if the dosage prescribed by your physician is more than the dosage dispensed
in one click.
4. Apply cream by rubbing applicator pad only on the area of skin specified by your prescriber.
5. Replace cap.
Note: Topi-Clicks™ are not refillable.
6. Store upright.

TOPI-PUMP™ AND SLEEK
TOPI-PUMP™

HOW MUCH CREAM
SHOULD YOU USE?
1/2 gram

1/4 gram

1. Remove the cap.
2. Tap on hard surface to settle cream before dispensing.
3. Press the top of the pump down completely to dispense 1/2 		
gram for the Topi-Pump™ or 1/4 gram for the Sleek Topi-Pump™.
Tip: Repeat step 3 as needed if prescribed dosage is more than
the amount dispensed in one pump.
4. Apply cream only on the area of the skin directed by your 		
prescriber.
5. Replace cap.
Note: Topi-Pumps™ and Sleek Topi-Pumps™ are not refillable.
6. Store upright.

1/8 gram
Please refer to this image
according to the dosage your
prescriber has indicated on your
medication. If you have any
questions, you can contact our
customer service representatives
at 888-222-2956.
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ACUPEN™
1. Remove the cap.
2. Unlock the device by turning the endcap counter-clockwise.
3. Push the end of the AcuPen™ (the same way you push the end of an ink pen) to dispense 1/8 gram.
Tip: Repeat step 3 as needed if prescribed dosage is more than the amount dispensed in one push.
4. Apply cream only on the area of the skin directed by your prescriber.
5. Lock the AcuPen™ by turning the end cap clockwise.
6. Replace cap.
Note: AcuPens™ are not refillable.

TRITURATE
• Small round compressed tablet.
• Custom options available upon request.
• Dissolves faster than troche, but slower than RDT.
• Do not swallow. Must dissolve in mouth to be effective, do not drink anything for at least 5 minutes
after dissolving.

RAPID DISSOLVE TABLET (RDT)
• Round compressed tablet.
• Custom options available upon request.
• Fastest dissolving oral dosage form.
• Do not swallow, must dissolve in mouth to be effective, do not drink anything for at least 5 minutes
after dissolving.

TROCHE
• Waxy lozenge.
• Custom options available upon request.
• Semi-solid dosage form, typically placed between the cheek and gum.
• Slowest dissolving oral dosage form.
• Requires refrigeration. (2-8 °C, 36-46 °F)

VAGINAL TROCHE
• Scored to provide ½ or ¼ dosing.
• Place troche just inside vaginal delivery device, insert in vagina and push end of device to insert 		
medication.
• Requires refrigeration. (2-8 °C, 36-46 °F)

VAGINAL SUPPOSITORY
• Place suppository just inside vaginal delivery device, insert in vagina and push end of device to 		
insert medication.
• Requires refrigeration. (2-8 °C, 36-46 °F)
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